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The film “Old” is a movie about many different people coming on a vacation to get away from the
problems in their world. A selected group of people with different diseases are sent to a beach
where time moves faster than an hour in a day. The scene that you’re about to see reflects the
character's emotions suffering the side effects of what being on the beach does. Since beaches
are supposed to represnt peace there’s nothing but chaos here.

At the beginning of the scene, you notice that there are three characters in a dark cave. The
lighting is reflected by one single match. When the match is no longer lit you can see the faces
of Maddox and Trent Cappa holding each other in fear and ducking rocks being tossed at them.
Their faces are being illumed by the moon and night sky. Facing them is Chrystal who’s
suffering from calcuim deficency. The camera moves around quite often in this scene. You’ll
notice a long shot of her being far away and a close of the two siblings.. The colors in film gave
a sort of washed up grainy view. Everything was in neutral tone colors. Again a match is lit and
then burned out. As the scene continues, you’ll notice that she’s picking up rocks to throw them.
But ultimately ends up breaking her arm.. This shows the anger of Chrystal and fear of Maddox
and Trent.

The next scence cuts to Guy Cappa the father of Maddox and Trent on the ground suffering
from vision loss and stab wounds from Charles, Chrystal’s husband.

Back to the cave Maddox and Trent are crawling away in fear from Chrystal. This time we’re on
the ground with her. The camera moves as if she’s pushing towards it and Maddox and Trent
are pulling away. The camera jumps from each person creating a long shot but transitions into a
close up by zooming in.. The lighting is still the same, being lit by a match.

We circle back to Guy and Charles in their struggle. If you notice it seems as if Guy is mirroring
his children as the three of them crawl away from their harm. The camera angle here shows
Charles being at a high angle while Guy is at a low angle. Here you can see fire in the
background showing both of their faces.

Maddox and Trent are still in the cave crawling away except Chrystal is no longer chasing them.
Her bones are too weak and brittle to continue. She screams in pain as all of her bones break.
One interesting thing about this scene is that the flame goes out which causes the whole cave
to become dark. The flame is lit again and Chrystal is disfigured.
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